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Szczepan Zapotoczny c and Jonathan Gardiner Heddle *a

The DNA origami technique allows the facile design and production of three-dimensional shapes from

single template strands of DNA. These can act as functional devices with multiple potential applications

but are constrained by practical limitations on size. Multi-functionality could be achieved by connecting

together distinct DNA origami modules in an ordered manner. Arraying of non-identical, three-

dimensional DNA origamis in an ordered manner is challenging due for example, to a lack of compatible

rotational symmetries. Here we show that we can design and build ordered DNA structures using non-

identical 3D building blocks by using DNA origami snub-cubes in left-handed and right-handed forms.

These can be modified such that one form only binds to the opposite-handed form allowing regular

arrays wherein building blocks demonstrate alternating chirality.
Introduction

DNA origami is a versatile means of synthesizing complex
molecular architectures with multiple functionalities for wide
ranges of applications, including biosensing,1 drug delivery,2–4

nanophotonics and plasmonics,5,6 nanoelectronics7,8 and
biomimetics.9,10 DNA origami structures are assembled from
a long single-stranded scaffold with the help of a number of
DNA oligomer staples through a thermal annealing process.
Using this approach higher order structures including one-
dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) lattices can be achieved by utilising both
sticky and blunt ended interactions between discrete and
distinct origami modules. These include 1D DNA ribbon
structures,11 motif-based 2D lattices12,13 and 3D DNA origami
lattices.14 In the case of 1D and 2D repeating structures, two-
dimensional DNA origami building blocks such as at sheets
are typically used. This simplies the design challenge. For
example, a 1D array can be made from any number of different
at building blocks as long as each building block has two
edges matching perfectly via either base-pairing or mediated by
non-DNA linkers15–17 to the building blocks on either side.
Similarly, 2D arrays of at sheets can be made with non-
identical, at building blocks. Such 2D arrays have been
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produced and modied using a wide variety of experimental
approaches.18 Three-dimensional building blocks offer greater
capabilities given that they can, for example, act as nanometric
cages, carrying cargo. However, forming 1D and 2D arrays from
such building blocks is more challenging as they would pref-
erably have matching rotational symmetries at the faces where
they join and would be shaped in such a way that they can lie on
the same plane. For producing 3D crystalline arrays of three-
dimensional building blocks, the challenge is greater still as,
for a single type of building block, this can only be achieved
using solids that are able to t inside a cube and have the same
symmetry. One solution would be to use convex polyhedra that
are identical but of different chirality. Amongst Platonic,
Archimedean and Johnson solids there are only seven chiral
solids and only the snub-cube has the correct symmetry to allow
arranging into a 3D crystal.

Chirality has been a focus of some DNA origami work but
this has tended to concentrate on using DNA origami structures
to change the chiral arrangement of inorganic particles
attached to their surface rather than making intrinsically chiral
2D structures from the DNA origami itself. Such arrangements
have measurable effects on the plasmonic properties of the
resulting structures.19

The original DNA origami concept relied on the parallel
packing of DNA double helices.20 An alternative approach uses
wireframe designs, a recent innovation based on the scaffolding
principle. In this method, the target structure is represented as
a polyhedral mesh. The DNA scaffold routing is completed
through the target shape and nally staple strand sequences are
designed to fold the scaffold into the target shape.21–23

Numerous wireframe structures have been demonstrated and
allow increases of both size and complexity of the DNA
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4685–4691 | 4685
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structures with lower packing density. Advantages over parallel
packing include rapid folding and increased stability at low
cation concentrations and physiological ion conditions.24 The
wireframe approach is particularly useful for formation of
convex polyhedra themselves having potential as cargo carrying
nanostructures and even as articial vaccines if their exterior is
decorated with antigens.25 Facilitated by in silico modelling
tools,21,26–28 many wireframe structures having different shapes
and sizes have been designed and reported. However, building
arrays of 3D wireframe DNA structures is still difficult compared
to parallel packed structures if they are intended to interact to
form arrays. Challenges include the necessity for single-
stranded DNA scaffolds with custom sequence and length to
avoid large unstructured sequences which would interfere with
origami–origami interactions.

There have been few examples of well-dened 1D, 2D and 3D
arrays of three-dimensional DNA origami nanostructures.
Recently, Tian et. al. reported a DNA lattice assembled from
anisotropic 3D DNA origami shapes of a regular octahedron and
an elongated octahedron, connected by DNA sticky ends at
vertices.14 Inspired by this, we designed anisotropic 3D DNA
origami snub-cubes able to be connected through sticky ends
enabling a face–face interaction which, in principle, can form
1D, 2D or 3D arrays. As proof of principle, we showed that the
system is able to form 1D arrays and is also able to interact on
a two-dimensional plane. This approach enables us to make
chiral 3D DNA origami arrays, where building blocks are con-
nected face-to-face with multiple connections to maximize the
number of DNA complementary bonds.

We designed a 3D wireframe DNA origami snub-cube. The
snub-cube is an Archimedean solid with 60 edges, 24 vertices
and 38 faces, including 6 squares and 32 equilateral triangles.
Snub-cubes occur in both le-handed (L) and right-handed (R)
forms and we designed both. We planned to connect the L and
R forms of the structure by extending complementary single
stranded DNA (ssDNA) on the four corners of each of the six
squares that are orthogonal to the surface of the same squares
on the L and R snub-cubes in a bottom-up approach for the
construction of periodic arrays alternating between L and R.

Taking a step-by-step approach, rst we assembled single L
and R snub-cubes separately. Next, L and R snub-cubes were
constructed with external ssDNA strands with the strands on
the R-form being complementary to those on the L-form, with
the expectation that these would anneal to form heterodimers.
We further modied snub-cubes with external strands having
complementary sequences such that continuous L–R–L–R.
chains would form. Additional modications were made such
that the alternating pattern would extend in 2 dimensions to
form 2D arrays. Our results showed that L and R snub-cubes can
be produced and modied such that heterodimers and alter-
nating 1D chains can form. 2D interactions could also be ach-
ieved though were somewhat disordered when observed on
a mica surface. To our knowledge, this is the rst example of
two distinct 3D DNA origami structures being combined into
regular dimers and 1D chains. Such structures may have utility
for example as templates for arranging inorganic molecules for
4686 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4685–4691
electronic and photonic applications5,7 or position biological
macromolecules to study their biomimetic29 functions.

Results and discussion
Structure design

The wireframe snub-cube (Sn) DNA origami structures investi-
gated in this study were designed and constructed in silico in
both the L and R forms using an online algorithm framework
called “DNA origami Sequence Design Algorithm for User-
dened Structures (DAEDALUS)”.16 In the subsequent
sections, we designate the L and R forms of the Sn as SnL and
SnR respectively. To design the structures, the target geometry
of Sn in polygon le format was introduced in the algorithm,
where DNA sequences were generated based on the double
crossover (DX)-based wireframe motif in which interconnected
edges consist of two duplexes joined by means of antiparallel
DX (Fig. 1A). In the design algorithm, we dened the length and
sequence of the scaffold strand and the staple strands were
generated for the Sn structure with 52-bp edge lengths. The
wireframe Sn structure was designed to be �57 nm in diameter
with a scaffold of 6240 bases and 168 staple strands corre-
sponding well with the measured (outer) diameter of �58 nm.
Note that, as the wireframe contributes a wall thickness equal
only to double strand DNA diameter in thickness, the interior is
expected to be a large cavity of about 54 nm. Post-design
modications of the appropriate staple strands were accom-
plished for the design of dimer, 1D chain and 2D structures.

All the Sn structures including the extensions of comple-
mentary staple strands were assembled by mixing custom
length scaffolds with an excess of staple strands in an assembly
buffer containing 12.5 mM MgCl2. Aer annealing, the struc-
tures were puried using a polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipi-
tation method to remove excess staples (shown in ESI
Fig. S1A†). Folded structures were analysed by agarose gel
electrophoresis (AGE) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
imaging. The AGE analysis results and AFM image of Sn struc-
tures without any staple modication are shown in ESI Fig. S1B
and C† respectively. The band shi for the Sn structure
compared to the scaffold band was used to conrm the folding
of the structure. The gel image also conrms that the excess
staples were removed aer purication. AFM imaging was
employed to visually conrm the overall correct DNA origami
structure.

To produce Sn units capable of forming dimers, one square
face was modied such that it would connect to the square face
of a second Sn through complementary base pairing. The staple
strands of the four corners of the square face were modied
with complementary extensions of sequence “50-
TTGTTGTTGTTGTTG” and “50-CAACAACAACAACAA”. Both
were added to both SnL and SnR to produce four Sn structures,
named SnL-TTG, SnL-CAA, SnR-TTG and SnR-CAA in the
subsequent discussion. The schematic design of the connection
strategy to make different dimer structures of Sn i.e. SnL–SnL,
SnL–SnR and SnR–SnR is illustrated in Fig. 1B. It is worth
noting that two staples pass through each corner junction of the
modied square faces. We redesigned these two staples into
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 DNA origami designs. (A) Wireframe DNA origami structure of Sn is designed both in the left-handed (SnL) and right-handed (SnR) forms,
(B) dimers were designed as SnL–SnL, SnL–SnR or SnR–SnR based on hybridization of complementary DNA sequences extending from both Sns,
(C) design of SnL–SnL–SnL, SnL–SnR–SnL or SnR–SnR–SnR 1D chain structures applying the same strategy to connect single units in dimer
structures and (D) design of 2D lattice where SnL and SnR structures are connected with unique extension strands.
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three and extended one staple at each corner of the square with
complementary DNA strands (schematically shown in ESI
Fig. S2B† for SnL and S2F for SnR).

We also designed and constructed 1D chain structures using
chiral Sns shown schematically in Fig. 1C. The connection
strategy was as for dimer structures except that we modied the
staple strands of the corners of two opposite square faces on
each Sn rather than just one so that each Sn would bind to two
others in a linear fashion (shown in Fig. 1C). In this way, we
designed three different 1D chains with repeating units of SnL–
SnL–SnL, SnL–SnR–SnL and SnR–SnR–SnR.

To produce 2D arrays of Sns, a similar approach was used
except two pairs of opposite square faces on each Sn were
modied with complementary sequences such that each Sn can
attach to four neighbours (Fig. 1D).

The details of the design of the staples at corners of the
square faces of SnL and SnR to make dimer, 1D chain and 2D
structures is illustrated in ESI Fig. S2.†
Production and validation of DNA–origami Sn dimers

Dimers made from Sn of the same chirality were constructed
using Sn origami structures with extensions i.e. SnL-TTG, SnL-
CAA, SnR-TTG and SnR-CAA were assembled and puried as
described in the methods section. To optimise dimer formation
conditions, single origami units were mixed at different
concentrations and incubated overnight at different tempera-
tures. First, we assembled the SnL–SnL dimer structures by
mixing the SnL-TTG and SnL-CAA single units at concentrations
of 10 nM, 20 nM and 30 nM. At each concentration, the dimer
structures were incubated at temperatures of 25 �C, 37 �C and
45 �C overnight. Agarose gel analysis (Fig. 2A, top) clearly shows
that the dimer structures were formed under all assembly
conditions. However, it is obvious that at high concentration i.e.
30 nM for all incubation temperatures, more than one band is
present, suggesting the presence of some non-target structures
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
which are less intense at the incubation temperature of 45 �C.
We also observed the aggregation of the structures in the wells
of the gel at high concentration. This aggregation was reduced
at 20 nM and almost no aggregation was observed at 10 nM at
the incubation temperature of 45 �C. It is worthmentioning that
the incubation temperature 45 �C is higher than the Tm value of
the extended complementary DNA sequences (40.7 �C). The
dimer structures assembled at different concentrations and
incubation temperatures were imaged under AFM (Fig. 2A,
bottom). To estimate dimer yield we carried out particle
counting from AFM results (Fig. 2B, ESI Fig. S3–S11 and Table
S1†). The results showed that the percentage of dimer structures
is much higher than that of the single, trimer and tetramer
structures at all assembly concentrations. There was also
a temperature dependence with the yield of correctly formed
dimer structures increasing with increasing temperature over
the range tested, consistent with AGE results (Fig. 2A). Next, we
assembled SnR–SnR dimer structures from SnR-TTG and SnR-
CAA at concentrations of 10 nM, 20 nM and 30 nM and incu-
bated at 25 �C, 37 �C and 45 �C for each concentration. The
agarose gel image (Fig. 2C, bottom) shows that the assembly of
SnR–SnR dimer structures follows the same trends as observed
for SnL–SnL dimers. We found a single band for dimer struc-
tures for 10 nM at an incubation temperature of 45 �C. This
sample was used in AFM imaging (Fig. 2C, right). Comparison
graphs were made from analysis of the structures imaged under
AFM (ESI Fig. S12, S13 and Table S2†). As shown in Fig. 2D, the
percentage (92%) of the dimer structures for SnR–SnR (ESI Fig.
S13†) is signicantly higher than that of the single and tetramer
structures, which is in good agreement with the results for SnL–
SnL (Fig. 2B).

We next made mixed chiral dimers consisting of SnL and
SnR by mixing the SnL-TTG and SnR-CAA single units. The
assembly concentrations and incubation temperatures were the
same as for non-chiral dimers. We observed similar results, and
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4685–4691 | 4687



Fig. 2 Production of Sn DNA origami dimers. (A) Agarose gel of SnL monomers and SnL–SnL dimers assembled at different concentrations and
incubation temperatures (top) and AFM images for corresponding monomer and dimer structures (bottom), (B) effect of SnL monomer
concentration on SnL–SnL dimer yields, (C) agarose gel of SnL–SnR and SnR–SnR structures assembled at different monomer concentrations
and incubation temperatures (left) and AFM images for SnL–SnR (middle) and SnR–SnR (right) structures, (D) yield of SnL–SnR and SnR–SnR
structures formed at 10 nM and incubation temperature 45 �C. AFM scale bars represent 200 nm.
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found highest assembly yield at 10 nM, 45 �C (Fig. 2C top). AFM
imaging of resulting dimers (Fig. 2C, middle panel) conrmed
their structure. We also estimated the dimer yield by counting
the particles from AFM images (ESI Fig. S12 and Table S2†),
which is 90% for dimer structures, signicantly higher than the
percentage of the single and tetramer structures.

To validate the mixed chirality of the SnL–SnR dimers, we
further modied a staple strand at the corner of a square face in
Fig. 3 Validation of chirality. (A) Schematic diagrams (left) and AFM resu
dimers, biotin modifications and SA attachment where SA is visible in AFM
dimers after reaction with biotin for bound SA with dimer structures of Sn
intended dimers formed. AFM scale bars represent 200 nm.

4688 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4685–4691
SnL-TTG and SnL-CAA with biotin for binding of streptavidin
(SA) (Fig. 3A). Using the modied Sns, dimers SnL–SnL, SnL–
SnR and SnR–SnR were assembled and imaged with AFM aer
addition of SA samples. The results (Fig. 3, ESI Fig. S15–S17 and
Table S3†) clearly showed that SnL–SnL and SnL–SnR dimer
structures bind two SA and one SA respectively, whereas the
SnR–SnR dimer, having no biotinylated staples, binds essen-
tially no SA.
lts after reaction with biotin (right) showing the different produced Sn
images as white dots. (B) Wider field AFM images of the 3 forms of Sn

L–SnL (left), SnL–SnR (middle) and SnR–SnR (right). (C) Quantitation of

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 2D arrays of Sn origami. (A) Schematic illustration of the array,
(B) AFM images of the 2D structure (left) and a magnified image (right)
and (C) AFM images of SnL (left) and SnR (middle) alone without staple
modifications and after mixing together SnL + SnR (right), showing no
interaction in absence of connecting staples. AFM scale bars represent
200 nm.
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Production and validation of DNA–origami Sn 1D chains

Next, we designed and constructed a 1D chain of Sn origamis
(Fig. 1C) where the SnL and SnR were arranged to make chains
of repeating SnL–SnL–SnL, SnL–SnR–SnL and SnR–SnR–SnR
structures. The modied single units of Sn with complementary
DNA extensions assembled and puried following the proce-
dure described in the methods section. We constructed the
SnL–SnL–SnL chain structure by mixing SnL-TTG and SnL-CAA
single units, where SnR-TTG and SnR-CAA were combined to
make the SnR–SnR–SnR chain structure. The chain structure in
the chiral form i.e. SnL–SnR–SnL was constructed from the SnL-
TTG and SnR-CAA single units. In all of the chain structures, the
modied single units were mixed at the concentration 10 nM
and incubated overnight at 45 �C. AFM imaging showed that
SnL–SnL–SnL, SnL–SnR–SnL and SnR–SnR–SnR chain struc-
tures all assembled and formed 1D chains (Fig. 4 middle panel,
ESI Fig. S14†). All chains were bent, consistent with the design
given that the modied squares in a Sn are not precisely
opposite.

To show the expected sequence of L- and R-building blocks
in the chain, a similar approach as for dimer structures, using
biotinylation and SA labeling was used with the biotinylated
staple being housed on the SnL unit (Fig. 4, bottom panel and
ESI Fig. S18†). The results clearly show that all building blocks
in the SnL–SnL–SnL chain are capable of binding SA while only
alternating blocks are able to do so in the SnL–SnR–SnL chain
while the SnR–SnR–SnR chain is incapable of binding SA.
Production and validation of DNA–origami Sn 2D arrays

To assemble a chiral 2D lattice, the assembled SnL and SnR
structures with the unique extension strands were mixed at
concentration of 10 nM and incubated overnight at 43 �C, that is
above the Tm of the extension complementary strands to avoid
Fig. 4 1D chain structures and visualisation of alternating chirality of
Sn origami. Schematic designs (top) and corresponding AFM images of
chains without SA (middle panel) and with SA (bottom panel) of (A)
SnL–SnL–SnL chains, (B) SnL–SnR–SnL alternating chains and (C)
SnR–SnR–SnR chains. AFM scale bars represent 200 nm.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
aggregation. The design of the Sn for 2D lattice formation is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 5A. Fig. 5B shows AFM results of
trials where 3D SnL and SnR origamis were mixed into 2D
lattices. Although the structures are not assembled in a perfectly
aligned manner, it is obvious from the AFM image that the SnL
and SnR structures are connected and expanded only in the X
and Y direction. As a control experiment, we mixed SnL and SnR
structures without staple modications. It is evident from AFM
images in Fig. 5C that no 2D lattice is formed. The irregularity of
the 2D array is likely due to difficulties in depositing/
assembling on the mica surface and may require extensive
probing of conditions to ensure ordered surface deposition as
well as potential redesign to make origami shapes with higher
rigidity.
Conclusions

Overall, these results show that, as predicted, DNA origami
snub-cubes allow close attachment of two different 3-dimen-
sional, convex, polyhedral structures in an alternating fashion.
This enables an ABAB. type arrangement where the constit-
uent building blocks are able to remain aligned in the same
plane. Our attempts to form a 2D array using the snub-cube
designs clearly show interaction between the origamis but
when deposited onto a surface from solution, do not result in
a truly regular alternating array meaning that improved depo-
sition and design are likely necessary.

These results provide a promising basis for extension of the
technique into three dimensions where the chiral properties of
the snub-cube should allow a perfect crystal to be formed from
two three-dimensional building blocks of different chirality (L
and R snub-cubes). The current designs will likely need to be
improved to facilitate this due to the general intrinsic exibility
of wireframe DNA origami structures with duplex edges,30 which
likely disfavours crystal formation. This might be circumvented
by converting the edge design to a 6 helix bundle cross section
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4685–4691 | 4689
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that has been shown to display dramatically increased struc-
tural stiffness compared to DNA duplexes,31 with 6 helix bundles
having a persistence length in the micrometre scale.32 Also, in
previous work, crystals have beenmade using two octahedral 3D
wireframe structures having 6 helix bundle edges,14 an
approach that may also help to improve 2D array formation.
Methods
Structure design

The Sn structures including the SnL and SnR were designed
using the DAEDALUS package, which is an algorithm frame-
work to design wireframe DNA origami structures. The algo-
rithm generates the staple DNA sequences from the input 3D
shapes in the polygon le format. The structure design was
computed with a custom-scaffold sequence and a dened
minimal edge length of 52 bp. The sequences of the custom
scaffold and staple strands for SnL and SnR are shown in ESI
Tables S4–S6.† Post-design modications of the staple strands
with complementary sequences for the construction of dimer,
1D chain and 2D structures were accomplished manually and
sequences are shown in ESI Tables S7–S10.†
Plasmid mutagenesis to produce custom scaffold

To produce pScaf_6240, we deleted 1824 bases from
pScaf_8064.4 (a kind gi of Shawn Douglas, Addgene plasmid
#111520)33 using an inverse PCR reaction with following
primers: pScaf_6240_for: TAATCAGGATCAATGGATTCAGTGTG
and pScaf_6240_rev: CTGAGCACCTGCACGACG. Amplication
was carried out in a 50 mL reaction in 1� HF buffer (NEB) using
200 nM primer, 500 nM dNTPs and 0.5 mL Phusion polymerase
with an initial denaturation step at 98 �C for 30 s followed by 30
cycles at 98 �C for 10 s, 67 �C for 10 s and 72 �C for 125 s and
a nal incubation for 5 min at 72 �C. The PCR product was
puried from template by treatment with 1 mL Dpn I (Roche) for
60min at 37 �C followed by heat inactivation for 20min at 80 �C.
Next, 17 mL of the PCR product was phosphorylated by treat-
ment with 1 mL polynucleotide kinase (PKN, Thermo Fisher
Scientic) and addition of 2 mL 10� T4 ligase buffer (NEB) for
20 min at 37 �C, followed by heat inactivation at 75 �C for
10 min. 1 mL T4 ligase was added and incubated overnight at
16 �C. Resulting plasmid was transformed into chemo compe-
tent E. coli Dh5a. The DNA sequence of the pScaf_6240 plasmid
was conrmed by Sanger sequencing.
Scaffold amplication and purication

For scaffold production, we transformed E. coli XL1-blue with
theM13KO7 based helper phage plasmid HP17_KO7 (a kind gi
of Hendrik Dietz, Addgene plasmid #120346).34 The resulting
helper strain was made chemically competent again and
transformed with pScaf_6240. Scaffold production was carried
out as described previously33 with the exception that 6 mL lysis
buffer were used per 100 mL culture volume.
4690 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4685–4691
Assembly of monomeric DNA–origami snub-cubes

Staple strands were purchased from Integrated DNA Technol-
ogies. The scaffold strand was prepared as described above. The
assembly reactions were prepared with a custom scaffold strand
(12 nM) and staple strands (60 nM for each strands) in 1� TAE/
Mg2+ buffer (Tris-base 5 mM, EDTA 1 mM and MgCl2 12.5 mM)
in 50 mL. The annealing was performed in a PCR thermal cycler
as follows: 95 �C for 5 min, 80 �C to 75 �C at a rate of �1 �C per
5 min, 75 �C to 30 �C at a rate of �1 �C per 15 min and 30 �C to
25 �C at a rate of �1 �C per 10 min. Aer folding, the assembled
structures were puried by PEG precipitation method to remove
excess staples from the folding reactions: the folded structures
were mixed with PEG buffer (5 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 15% PEG-8000,
NaCl 500 mM, MgCl2 20 mM) at a ratio of 1 : 2 and incubated
overnight. Then, the mixture was centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for
10 min at room temperature. The supernatant was removed,
and the pellet was dissolved in 20 mL 1� TAE/Mg2+ buffer.
Assembly of dimers, 1D chains and 2D lattices

Sn dimers, 1D chains and 2D lattices were assembled from the
monomeric Sn structures with complementary DNA extension
strands, assembled and puried according to the method
described above. For the assembly of all structures, the mono-
meric Sn with complementary extension strands were mixed at
the ratio of 1 : 1 and incubated at different temperatures
overnight.
Preparation of SA bound dimer and 1D chains

To bind the SA, 30 end of a staple strand (50-CGA AGC ACT CAT
TTT TGG GAA CTG GAG TTA TCC CTA TTT TTT CCT GAA GTA
C) at the corner of square 5 of SnL was modied with BiotinTEG
and was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The monomeric Sn for
dimers and 1D chains were assembled with staple strand with
biotin and puried according to the method described above.
The assembled dimers and 1D chains from the 10 nM mono-
meric Sn were mixed with SA at a ratio of 1 : 3 and incubated 1 h
at room temperature. Then, the excess SA was removed using
the Microspin S-400 HR column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences)
following the manufacturer's protocol.
AFM imaging

The assembled monomer, dimer, 1D chain and 2D structures
were imaged via AFM using a Bruker Dimension Icon micro-
scope with a Bruker ScanAsyst-Fluid+ probe in the PeakForce
QNM® mode. ScanAsyst-Fluid+ probes (Bruker) with nominal
spring constant equal to 0.7 N m�1 and sharpened tip (nominal
radius equal to 2 nm) were used in all the measurements. For
imaging, 1.5 mL samples were deposited on freshly cleaved
mica. Aer 1 min incubation, 20 mL of 1� TAE/12.5 mM Mg2+

buffer was added followed by immediate addition of 1.5 mL of
100 mM NiCl2 solution and the sample on mica was incubated
further 1 min. Then, 140 mL of 1� TAE/Mg2+ buffer was added to
the sample and imaged under AFM.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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